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GENRE:  Dramatic Monologue   

SYNOPSIS:  A caretaker in the pot-
ter’s field recounts his graveyard’s 
strange history.        

DIRECTOR’S TIP: Feel free to experi-
ment with different levels of emo-
tion; Caleb’s likely a tad gruff, so 
there’s no need to overdo it. 

TIME: 5 minutes 

CAST BREAKDOWN: 1M

THEME: Easter; the Crucifixion   

SCRIPTURE REFERENCE: Matthew 27:3-8; Acts 1:18-19 30:21          

CHURCH YEAR SEASON: Easter; Any

SUGGESTED USE: Seeker services; sermon illustration      

CHARACTERS: 
       CALEB

PROPS: Shovel, dirty cloth 

COSTUMES: Biblical 

SOUND: Wireless mics if desired

LIGHTING: General stage

SETTING: A graveyard

POTTER’S FIELD
by SCott CrAin
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POTTER’S FIELD by Scott Crain

Lights up on CALEB, who squats on the ground, his hand working lightly at the dirt.

CALEB: Potter’s field. 

He brushes his hands, as if knocking loose dirt from them.

They call it that, because nothing can grow here. Too much clay in the soil. Makes it 
a great spot for potters to come get cheap building material, but aside from that, this 
ground is dead. 

Worthless.

Which makes it a perfect spot for a cemetery, and this one’s for all the poor and god-
forsaken sinners and outcasts of the world. Folks with no families. Folks nobody will 
miss. Black sheep.

I guess I’ll end up planted here someday, too. 

 Beat. He looks down at his hands.

Used to be a sculptor myself, when I was a young man. Still have the hands for it, I 
suppose; I just don’t have the eyes. Oh, my vision’s fine, but an artist—(sighs)—an artist 
has a special way of looking at the world. 

When most people look at a stone, all they see is a rock. But a sculptor, he sees an 
eagle. Or a beautiful woman. Because an artist can look past the outside and see to the 
heart of a thing. Can see the majesty in the ordinary.

But…nowadays, all I see is rocks, too. So I still come to this field every morning and 
dig, but not for clay. I’m a caretaker here. Know this old field’s history like the back of 
my hand.

He moves to the bucket of water and begins washing his hands, then wiping at his face 
and the back of his neck.

See, “potter’s field” ain’t the only name for this patch of earth. Most folks these days 
call it “Akeldama”. Field of Blood. Now some of the kids, they think that’s because of 
the reddish color of the soil—all the clay—but that ain’t so. It’s because this field was 
bought with blood. 

The blood of a Nazarene prophet, name of Jesus.

His voice saddens.

He said He was sent from God, and maybe that’s true. I don’t know.
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